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TEACHERS LEAVING   
 

Mr Fuller
(travel and tourism and

geaography teacher )

Mrs Fuller
(biology and maths teacher)

Miss Jones 
(maths teacher)

Mr David
(history, geography and

psychology) 

Mrs Russell
(physics, maths and
astronomy teacher)

Mrs Hipwell
(Chemistry

teacher)

Watch our interview with the teachers:
https://youtu.be/QNFkh8Spfj0

https://youtu.be/QNFkh8Spfj0


GRADUATION

The evening event started at 7 PM, when all the graduates
appeared through the doors of the auditorium. Then came the
teachers, parents and siblings of the graduates.
The ceremony started with the speech of an old alumni Ana
Vallejo, this was followed by the head students', Mrs Cáceres
and Irene's speeches.
Then followed the prize giving to different students, with awards
highlighting the students who best followed the five school
values, the Astro Pi challenge and various other awards. 
Finally , the graduates where called up to the stage one at a time
by their tutor, Miss Jones and the head of KS5, Mrs Fuller, who
were then handed their diploma by the Headteacher.
It all ended with a surprise video speech from Mrs  and Emily
Goldsack.
Lastly, the 2021 graduates all stood up and faced the audience
with their final goodbye and exited the auditorium to end the
event enjoying some good food and drinks with everyone.





New head students

Message from the head students:

Thank you all for voting for us. We are super super
mega ultra excited for the next academic year!!! We
have lots of stuff planned for next year, with more to
come. We hope you enjoy your summer and come
motivated next year.
We are grateful that Inés and Pia have set the bar
high, so that next year will be the best year.
Happy holidays to all!

  -From both Sophia and Diego


